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ControlByNet’s Video Surveillance Solution Catches All the Action at the Atlanta
Apartment Association’s 2016 Annual Trade Show
ControlByNet Offers Free Video Surveillance Security Audit

ControlByNet’s i-flashback CLOUD video surveillance security solution allows apartment managers and
owners the ability to monitor one or multiple communities on the most flexible CLOUD based video
surveillance system on the market. This centralized access solution for property managers and
management companies provides the ability to access multiple communities with one login.
ControlByNet is showcasing the i-flashback Cloud solution in booth 366 at the Atlanta Apartment
Association’s (AAA) annual trade show and is offering a free video surveillance security audit ($150
value) to all Atlanta Apartment Association member communities that visit the ControlByNet booth on
Wednesday, May 18th.
“Many apartment communities have high end community areas including dramatic pool areas, fitness
centers, tennis courts and gathering rooms, however they are still relying on antiquated DVR video
surveillance technology to secure these sites,” said Ryan Strange, CEO of ControlByNet. “We want to
help educate users on how solutions like our cloud-based offerings provide a reliable and cost-effective
security solution. As part of this education process, ControlByNet is offering a free on site community
video surveillance security audit to any community that visits our booth at the Atlanta Apartment
Association trade show.”
ControlByNet’s multi-site, single-login i-flashback CLOUD video surveillance system provides clear live or
archived digital video that is accessible at any time, from any mobile device or browser including iPad,
iPhone, Android, Chrome, Firefox and Safari. Additionally with no more DVR’s and the video evidence
safely stored immediately off site, vandals can no longer steal the evidence.
ControlByNet catches all of the action:








Organization wide solution – single web sign in for multiple properties
View live or archived video on any device or browser including iPad, iPhone, Android, Chrome,
Firefox and Safari
Video securely stored offsite
Internet notification of offline cameras, lost connections, power or internet issues
Ability to slowly convert analog cameras to high definition digital cameras
Plug and play
No contracts

The AAA annual trade show is the Southeast’s largest show dedicated to the apartment industry and is
also one of the largest in the country. The AAA trade show is on May 18 from 1 – 6:30pm at the Cobb
County Galleria Centre, Hall C and ControlByNet will be exhibiting in booth #366.

